Poster Sessions

Posters will be hung all day.

Monday 13:00-14:15
Tuesday 13:00-14:15
Wednesday 13:00-14:15
MONDAY, JULY 16TH

Andersson Peter, Exemplars as speaker oriented modal constructions

Axeirod Melissa, A Construction Approach to Athabaskan Grammar

Chen Chong-Hein, Conceptual contiguity of space particles: A quantitative corpus-based analysis of English prepositions

Chen Yue, The synchronic hierarchy and diachronic expansion of the Chinese middle construction

Eieselid Eli Anne (1), Flagstad Guro (2), Gender shift in Norwegian: The al litta-construction

Eskildsen Søren Wind, Form-meaning pairings or action-construction relations?: Towards an understanding of the mutually constitutive nature of linguistic constructions and social actions in L2 talk.

Fang Xujun, From “NP1 de NP2” to “NP de VP” in Chinese: Inheritance and coercion

Gaskins Dorota, Frame-and-slot patterns in the language of a Polish and English speaking child: evidence of input and output effects on the switch placement.

Gaskins Dorota, Two grammars in the input – two different strategies to process the input. The usage-based perspective on the development of nominal inflections in a bilingual child.

Godoy Luisa, Argument Structure Constructions in Portuguese as Foreign Language teaching: an Applied Construction Grammar project

Guérin Maximilien, Wolf verbal system: a holistic construction grammar approach

Hao Tun Scarlett, Argument Structure Constructions in Online Sentence Processing

Hirata-Vale Flavia, Que-constructions in Brazilian Portuguese: complex constructional meanings in interactional uses

Hsu Chan-Chia, An exploratory data analysis of lexical frames in Chinese

Hu Ya, Ellipsis of substantive elements in schematic constructions: From the XP: do u VP to XP: do u VP construction in Chinese

Huang Jinsheing, Applying the Notion ‘Constructional Schema’ to the Classification of Chinese Separable Constructions

Iwata Seizi, Verbs of prevention: A revised force-dynamic account

Jinmei Li, Construction Patterns on Onset and Extended Causation in Mandarin
TUESDAY, JULY 17TH

Kang Jiandong, A Cognitive Linguistic Study on Dative Construction in Lanzhou Mandarin Dialect: ge1, ge12, ge3, ge3

Kihara Emiko (1), Wang Marian (2), Shih Yu-Chih (3), Resonance in the co-constructed Interaction and its application in the L2 learning context

Kikuta Chiharu, A Diachronic Construction Grammar Analysis of the Focus Construction (Hakurin) in Japanese

Kokorniak Iwona, Aspectual modelling in English and Polish: The Integrated Model of Aspect

Kong Stano, The definite and indefinite articles asymmetry in adult Chinese speakers' L2 English


Liu Yucheng (1), Lu Shiyi (2), The Processing of Chinese Ba constructions: A Usage-based approach

Manana Topadze Gämman (1), Rusudan Gersania (2), Deontic and Volitional Modality—Constructions and Paradigms in the Kartvelian Languages

Mongolyeva Natalya, Cognitive schema BOND of the Russian discourse about relationships

Nakamura Fuminori, A corpus-based approach to synonyms: A case study of begin and start

Nguyen Hanh, Interactional Construction Grammar: Perspective on Zero-Subject and Nominal/Pronominal-Subject Constructions in Vietnamese Spoken Discourse

Nitti Paolo, La grammatic dans l'esprit du locuteur: de la construction d'un modèle aux références de la vie quotidienne. Une étude sur la perception de la grammaire italienne

Olofsson Joel, Compositional or constructional? Teaching motion expressions in L2 Swedish

Potapenko Serhiy, Tatsila Natallia, Media text constructions in teaching English: Differentiation and combination

Qingman Mong

The Constructional Changes of English Discourse Marker Constructions: a DCxG Approach
WEDNESDAY, JULY 18TH

Ruppenhofer Josef, Generating Polarity Sensitivity
Saad Alisha, La construction avec ‘ind • chez • en arabe de Benghazi
Schöller Daniel, Identifying Multimodal Constructions: Evidence from a Corpus Study of Iconic Gestures
Seizi Iwata, Verbs of prevention: A revised force-dynamic account
Silataloppi Satu, Sign language in a box
Sim Rok (1), Kim Jong-Bok (2), Syntactic Analogies in English: A Construction-Based Perspective
Song Heng (1), Pan Ying (2), A Corpus-based Study on Chinese Middle Constructions of “NP+V-gional +AP”
Suung Min-Chang (1), Yang Hyun-Kwon (2), Construction-Based Instruction of English Verb-Particle Constructions
Travassos Pâmela, Une étude constructiviste sur les usages et les perceptions des constructions avec le verbe support DAR dans PE
Tsushima Yasuhiro, The Fuzziness in Categorization of A Constructional Family: A Case of Causative Animate Construction, Setting-Subject Construction, and Inanimate-Subject Construction in English
Yamasaki Kenji, Taro Okahisa, How do L2 Learners Interpret the Unconventional Expressions?: An experimental study of the construction-based processing
Yang Lili, Usage-based Theory and Constructions Corpus for a second language teaching
Wei Zaijiang, A Constructional Approach to Chinese Flip-Flop Sentences
Zhan Fanggong, A study of the distinction between grammaticalization and constructionalization: the Chinese comparative correlative construction
Zhang Dandan (1), Bouveret Myriam (2), Aspectual constructions in Mandarin Chinese: a comparative case study with French
Zhang Liu, Diachronic Remarks on Chinese Marked and Unmarked Passive Constructions
Zhang Yuan (1), Wang Wenbin (2), When a Mismatched Verbal Classifier Construction Meets the ‘Lian’ Construction in Mandarin
Zhengguang Liu, The semantics of nominal predicate construction in Mandarin Chinese